Passive time-multiplexing super-resolved technique
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In this paper we present a super-resolving approach for detecting an axially moving target that is based
upon a time-multiplexing concept and that overcomes the diffraction limit set by the optics of an imaging
camera by a priori knowledge of the high-resolution background in front of which the target is moving. As
the movement trajectory is axial, the approach can be applied to targets that are approaching or moving
away from the camera. By recording a set of low-resolution images at different target axial positions, the
super-resolving algorithm weights each image by demultiplexing them using the high-resolution background image and provides a super-resolved image of the target. Theoretical analyses as well as simulations and preliminary experimental validation are presented to validate the proposed approach. © 2013
Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 100.6640, 100.2980, 110.4850, 120.0280.

1. Introduction

Super resolution in imaging systems is a strategy
aimed to provide high-quality imaging incoming from
low-resolution images. For a fixed illumination wavelength, the resolving power of an imaging system
is mainly restricted by either the F-number of the
optics or the detector characteristics through the size
and number of the pixels [1,2]. In that sense, the aim
1559-128X/13/070C11-05$15.00/0
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of super-resolution techniques is to produce an improvement in the resolving power without changing
the physical properties of the imaging system.
Based on this concept, many approaches have
been proposed to achieve super resolution in several
disciplines, such as far- [1] and near-field [3] imaging,
computational super resolution by digital algorithms
[4], super-resolving pupils using apodization techniques [5], and imaging by scanning procedures [6].
Those disciplines are implemented in different application fields with microscopy being probably the most
fruitful one [7–17]. Nevertheless, super-resolution
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approaches also apply in synthetic aperture radar
[18,19], astronomical imaging [20], medical imaging
[21], and imaging through turbid media [22], just to
cite a few.
In particular, spatial-resolution enhancement
and super resolution are critical in remote sensing,
especially in satellite imagery and far-field imaging,
where the aim is to capture and recognize targets
having a size approaching or below the spatial
resolution limit provided by the imaging system.
Some examples allowing super resolution in remotesensing imagery are found to succeed with image
restoration [23], shifting the set of low-resolution
images [24,25], compressive sensing [26], and using
turbulences [27–29].
In previous publications [30,31], we have showed a
new concept for remote super-resolved imaging in
which a target is laterally moving. From a set of
low-resolution images and a priori knowledge of
the high-resolution background, we could super
resolve the laterally moving target using the ground
land [30] or environmental structural components
such as fences [31] as background. This highresolution background acts as an encoding element
of the high-spatial-frequency content of the target,
and the super-resolved image is retrieved by using
a decoding algorithm involving time integration of
the low-resolution images after being multiplied by
a high-resolution image of the background. This results in the contours of the remote moving target
being seen with high resolution corresponding to
the resolution of the background in the calibration
process [32]. In any case, a high-resolution image
of the background (without the target) is needed
for the decoding algorithm.
Another strategy is to keep fixed the target while
moving the encoding element. Thus, raining drops
[31], periodic structures such as gratings [33,34],
and varied-size particles [35] have been used as encoding elements for time-multiplexing super resolution of remote or far-field targets.
In this paper, we show how our previously presented approach [30] can be implemented not for lateral movement but for axial movement in which the
target is not moving in respect to the high-resolution
background but rather scales up or down (depending
if it is approaching or moving away) in respect to the
background. Mathematics, numerical simulations,
and preliminary experimental results are presented,
validating the concept involved in the proposed
approach.
2. Mathematics

In order to prove the proposed concept with the axially moving target, we denote by bx the a priori
known high-resolution background and by sx the
moving target which we aim to super resolve. s1 x
is a binary function equals to 1 within the region
defined by the contour of the target sx and zero
outside it. The axially moving target in front of the
background bx can be written as
C12
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where βt is the scaling factor with β being the unit
translation factor and t the time axis. The images
captured by the camera are in low resolution. The
function gx when captured by our imaging system
is blurred, with the point spread function (PSF) of
px determined by the optical and geometrical
limitations of our imager:
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1 − s1 x00 bβtx00   sx00 px − βtx00 dx00 ;
(2)

wherein the second line of Eq. (2) we changed the
variables as x00  x ∕βt. The decoding is as follows:
we take the set of low-resolution images Ix, scale
them, multiply them by the a priori known highresolution background (being also properly scaled),
and then time integrate:
Z
rx 

Iβtxbβtxdt;

(3)

where rx is the obtained reconstruction. In our
mathematical derivation we assume that the scaling
was not very significant, as it is enough to scale the
various functions only by a few pixels to generate the
desired orthogonality property [which we will see in
Eq. (6)]. Thus, the scaling factor of βt is approximately 1 and the scaling of the blurring PSF px
is negligible as PSF is anyhow a relatively sharp,
point like function. Thus we can approximate
Z

Iβtx  βt 1 − s1 x00 bβtx00   sx00 pβtx − βtx00 dx00
Z
≈ 1 − s1 x00 bβtx00   sx00 px − x00 dx00 : (4)
The obtained reconstruction is
ZZ

1−s1 x00 bβtx00 sx00 px−x00 bβtxdx00 dt
Z

Z
00
00
00
 1−s1 x px−x 
bβtx bβtxdt dx00
Z
Z
00
00
00
(5)
 sx px−x dx bβtxdt:

rx

Because the background bx is sufficiently randomly distributed, the orthogonality property can
be assumed:

Z

bβtx00 bβtxdt ≈ δx00 − x:

Z
(6)

rx  p0 − p0s1 x  ΔTbx

sx00 px − x00 dx00 :
(9)

We also know that
Z
bβtxdt ≈ ΔTbx;

(7)

where ΔT is the temporal integration period.
Because we can assume that
px00 − xδx00 − x ≈ p0δx00 − x;
we get the final reconstruction result of

(8)

The second term in the expression of Eq. (9) is a
super-resolved contour of the axially moving target.
Please note that in our mathematics we are considering linear systems in intensity (we are using spatially incoherent illumination). Thus, gx presented
in Eq. (1) is the intensity transmittance of the axially
moving target in front of the background while
Eq. (2) represents the convolution operation of such
gx intensity distribution with the intensity-impulse
response of the imager, which is the square modulus
of the amplitude-impulse response.
Also please note that in Eq. (6) we assumed the
orthogonality property of the background. In general

Fig. 1. (a) Best low-resolution image without background. (b) Integration of all low-resolution images (with background). (c) One
low-resolution image out of the set of captured images (with background). (d) Super-resolved reconstruction.
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the background is not completely orthogonal as it
also has finite spatial resolution, and thus in the
orthogonality property of Eq. (6) the right wing
should not have been a delta function but rather a
spatially narrow function (e.g., a Gaussian function)
whose width corresponds to the resolution of the
background. In this case the mathematical derivation is the same except that in our final result of
Eq. (9) the reconstruction rx would not include
the term of s1 x but rather this term blurred by
the narrow spatial function from the right wing of
Eq. (6), that is, the function whose width is related
to the resolution of the background. This is of course
very logical as this means that we can restore resolution only up to the highest spatial frequency that exists in our encoding function, which is in our case is
the background.
3. Simulations and Validation

In the simulations we took a resolution target and
axially shifted it in front of a random a priori known
high-resolution background. The reconstruction was
performed according to the protocol described in
Eq. (3). In the simulations a set of 50 images was taken. The result of the simulation can be seen in Fig. 1,
where in Fig. 1(a) the best low-resolution image without background is presented. In Fig. 1(b) we show the
integration of all low-resolution images with the
background behind the target. In Fig. 1(c) we show
one low-resolution image out of the set of captured
images (with background), and in Fig. 1(d) we

present the super-resolved reconstruction. As the
movement is axial and not lateral, one may see the
blurring of the random background appearing as
radial lines in the super-resolved reconstruction of
Fig. 1(d). This is in contrast to the lateral movement,
where the averaged reconstruction includes horizontal, and not radial, blurring lines.
We further performed a preliminary experimental
validation in which a car was moving in front of a
background while the super-resolving reconstruction
was applied on a set of low-resolution images. The
driving trajectory of the car in respect to the background was such that it was slightly approaching
the camera, and thus, as desired, small magnification (scaling) was generated in respect to the background. In Fig. 2(a) we present the background
captured at high resolution. In Fig. 2(b) in the left
part we show the low-resolution image out of the captured set of images while in the right side we present
the super-resolved reconstruction, in which it is clear
to see the improvement in resolution in the contour of
the moving car.
4. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a novel superresolution approach to be applied for axially (rather
than laterally) moving targets that are scaled in
front of an a priori known high-resolution background. One possible application for this superresolving approach can be detection of approaching
missiles, where improvement of the resolution beyond the diffraction limit can assist in their earlystage identification.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Experimental results: (a) Background at
high resolution. (b) Left: low-resolution image out of the captured
set of images; Right: super-resolved reconstruction.
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